
D  M-Series Deluxe Wall Maps  An eye-catching reference piece for any 
home, classroom or office. Features bold colors and detailed cartography. 
Color-matching relief shows mountain ranges and other elevation changes. 
Clearly labeled state, city and country names for easy location. Durable 
lamination allows endless opportunities for trip tracking, route planning, 
game playing and more.
ID No. W × H Unit Price

U.S. and World Wall Maps—Two-pack of U.S. and world maps makes it easy to 
find what you’re looking for. Not laminated.

4  AVT-RM35535 50 in ×  32 in PK 12.95
Laminated U.S. Wall Map—Color-matching relief lets you trace mountain ranges 
easily while still locating city and state names quickly. State capitals, national 
parks, time zones and major highways are labeled.

5  AVT-RM528959999 50 in ×  32 in EA 14.95
Laminated U.S. Wall Map—State capitals and national parks are clearly labeled for 
easy location. Includes time zone indications. Includes plastic rod and hangers.

6  AVT-RM528960911 50 in ×  32 in EA 16.95
Laminated World Wall Map—Centered on Africa, which allows viewers to see 
continents complete and intact. Features major roads and the International Date 
Line as well as national capitals and other major cities. Color-matching relief 
shows mountain ranges and other physical features clearly without sacrificing the 
map’s readability.

7  AVT-RM52895993X 50 in ×  32 in EA 14.95
Laminated World Wall Map—Makes it easy to stay up-to-date with world events 
and constantly changing political boundaries. Gall Stereographic Projection 
shows countries and continents truer to their relative size. Includes plastic rod 
and hangers.

8  AVT-RM528959948 50 in ×  32 in EA 16.95

A  Zip Code Directory  Alphabetical list of cities and towns in the U.S. with 
detailed zip code maps of principal cities. Features updated area code 
directory with cross reference by city and state. Latest postal rates for 
domestic and foreign mail, plus UPS information. 750 pages.
ID No. Cover Size Unit Price
1  DOM-5100 Paperback 7 in ×  41/8 in EA 7.30

B  Large Scale Road Atlas 2012 Edition. Maps made easier to see! Every 
U.S. state and Canadian province, plus an overview of Mexico and detailed 
inset maps of over 350 cities and 20 national parks. Give road-weary eyes 
a break with 32% larger-scale maps that feature all the detail of the regular 
atlas. Tough plastic binding allows the atlas to lay open easily. Full-color 
maps are detailed and accurate. 226 pages.
ID No. Cover Size Unit Price
2  AVT-RM528003437 Softcover 153/8 in ×  107/8 in EA 19.95

C  Road Atlas 2012 Edition. Updated atlas has maps of every U.S. state and 
Canadian province, plus an overview of Mexico and detailed inset maps 
of over 350 cities and 20 national parks. Best of the Road picks detail great 
trips from start to finish while GPS and online travel companions make for 
better navigation. Road construction projects and updates are highlighted 
on each U.S. map. Also includes mileage chart showing distances between 
90 North American cities and parks. 144 pages.
ID No. Cover Size Unit Price
3  AVT-RM528003364 Softcover 153/8 in ×  107/8 in EA 13.95

E  Map Flags  High-quality triangular flags mark information on maps. 1" × 5/8" 
flag. Includes blue, red and white. Head diameter: 3/16". Steel.
ID No. Length Color Qty. Unit Price
9  GEM-MF375 1" Assorted 75 BX 11.95

F  Map Tacks  Round head map tacks mark locations on maps for easy and 
quick identification. Black, green, orange and yellow. Head Diameter: 3/16". Steel.
ID No. Length Color Qty. Unit Price
10 GEM-MTA 3/8" Assorted 100 BX 3.99
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Prices subject to change without notice.
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